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Who is at risk? 
Any pet given the right conditions, but we more commonly see this problem on excessively hot days and/or 
very humid days. Those that are most commonly affected are the breeds with the pushed in faces – the 
brachycephalic breeds with their narrow little nostrils and long soft palates e.g. Pugs, Bulldogs. However, 
we also see animals that are not brachycephalic, but have thick coats or are overweight or have laryngeal 
paralysis or have just been left in a place with too little shade and not enough water. Cars heat up incredibly 
quickly and I’ve even seen a dog that developed heat stress while it was in the car with its owner driving. Some quickly and I’ve even seen a dog that developed heat stress while it was in the car with its owner driving. Some 
underlying diseases can make our pets predisposed to developing heat stress. For example, animals with 
laryngeal paralysis can develop heat stress easily; some Border Collies are genetically prone to becoming 
overheated with too much exercise on any day – and some don’t need much exercise; an underlying respiratory 
tract infection; pets with mobility problems may nd getting to the shade difficult or reaching the water bowl 
too  hard and sometimes they knock over the water bowl; animals affected by ticks can nd themselves stuck in 
the sun and overheating. 
PreventionPrevention
On those real stinker days make sure your pet has a cool place to go to, (e.g. inside the house), that they can 
reach it and that they have multiple water bowls in case they knock one or two over. Don’t take your pet on 
a long run or do vigorous exercise on these hot days and only go for a walk when it is cool – late evening or early
morning before the day heats up. Keep an eye on them and if you really can’t stay at home with them, make 
sure they are safe while you’re out.  

Taking photos of your furry family members can be lots of fun but also incredibly frustrating!  
Here are a few tips that may help you.

1.  If you want to take the classic portrait picture allow plenty of time
2.  Have treats or their favourite toy on hand to get your pet's attention
3.  Try to keep the background as plain as possible
4.  Focus on the eye (chances are that your camera will keep focusing on their nose, if you are using 
auto focus, focus on the eye then recompose your picture)auto focus, focus on the eye then recompose your picture)
5.  Black animals are notoriously difficult to take photos of.  A little bit of ash on their face helps a lot.
 Check out your camera to see if you can dial down the ash a little, this will stop your picture from being 
overexposed.
6.  Try to take photos where there is plenty of light but avoid direct sunlight if possible.  Early morning, 
late afternoon and cloudy days are good times (dappled light although softer is not ideal).
7.  Have a helper – someone to dangle a feather or hold up a treat helps a lot!
8.  Have your camera on hand for “that moment”8.  Have your camera on hand for “that moment”
9.  Take lots of photos!
10. Have fun !

Taking photos of your pets - a few tips  

by Kath Salier

Pet PhotographyHeat Stress continued ...

During the warmer months Veterinarians see a large number of skin problems related to heat and 
humidity – many of which can be easily prevented, saving you, and your animal from months of hassles 
and discomfort. 
Atopic dermatitis (Skin allergies): Caused by any number of allergens that may be inhaled (pollen, dust), 
ingested (food allergies), or absorbed directly through the skin. 
Pyotraumatic dermatitis (Hotspots): Hairless, moist, red, and hot to touch. They usually pop up very quickly 
and occur anywhere that can be scratched or licked. Hotspots are caused by anything that causes your pet and occur anywhere that can be scratched or licked. Hotspots are caused by anything that causes your pet 
irritation. e.g. collar.
Otitis externa (Ear infection): Irritation to the outer part of the ear followed by fungal and/or bacterial 
infection. Mites, eas, allergies, and swimming are all possible causes.
Flea allergy dermatitis. Caused by an allegic reaction to the saliva of the ea under the skin.
Detection: 
Observe: repetitive or excessive behaviours (head shaking, scratching, licking, chewing).
Look for: redness, hair loss, waxy ears.Look for: redness, hair loss, waxy ears.
Smell: yeasty or foul smelling ears,

Prevention: 
Consider clipping your pet 
Ensure ea treatment is kept up-to-date. e.g. Frontline 
Dry your pets ears after swimming, and use a pet-safe ear-cleaner.
Wash using a sensitive skin shampoo

Treatment:Treatment:
See your vet for the best solution for your pet. Don’t wait until
it gets ‘serious’ - often these things will not get better on their own.

by Joel MorrisonSummer Skin Problems

Early morning light and the camera has focused on
the eye of the lorikeet on the right. However, the
dappled light has created some overexposure. 

Blurred background and less detail improves the 
picture.

Camera has focused on the nose Manual focus used to focus on the eye.


